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House Resolution 1776

By: Representatives Benton of the 31st and Quick of the 117th 

A RESOLUTION

Congratulating the Jefferson High School Air Force Junior ROTC drill team on winning the1

state championship; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Jefferson AFJROTC drill team won its fourth consecutive state3

championship, sweeping all eight categories and taking six of the eight Outstanding4

Commander competitions; and5

WHEREAS, in the unarmed division, Kyle Massey led the regulation drill team to first place6

finishes in drill and inspection, and he won the commander's trophy in drill; and7

WHEREAS, Ethan Mogan led the regulation drill team to first-place finishes in drill and8

inspection and picked up Outstanding Commander trophies in both categories, and Samantha9

Dial led the color guard to a first place finish; and10

WHEREAS, Dakota Rhea was awarded the Outstanding Commander's Trophy as she led the11

exhibition team to victory, and Daniel Stump led Ethan Mogan, Hunter Faulkner, and12

Andrew Meyers to a first place finish in color guard and earned the Outstanding13

Commander's Trophy; and14

WHEREAS, the state meet was held at Jefferson High School for the first time, and this was15

also the first drill meet ever hosted by the school; and16

WHEREAS, as this remarkable team earned a reputation for excellence by performing with17

dedication, teamwork, and tenacity over months of training and competition, it is abundantly18

fitting and proper to call them champions.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body congratulate the Jefferson High School Air Force Junior ROTC21
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drill team on winning the state championship, and extend our most sincere best wishes for22

continued success.23

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized24

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the25

Jefferson High School Air Force Junior ROTC drill team.26


